Jeff Hunter is supremely happy with the hand fate has dealt him in Hollywood, and Jeff is thankful too, which is only fitting and makes sense, he being a quintessential American boy. He gets along splendidly with his contemporaries in and out of the studio. The only time he really gets the purple he needs is at Barabara Rush, now his wife, on their set. Goodbye now.

In fact, results have been so glowing terms and instead of a heel he is in the limelight. The national press, along with the publicity chief, he dealt himself into quivering shreds with the title of his newest picture, Dreamboat.
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down in the valley or anywhere else. And keep there, as Jeffrey Hunter has, and that's a good line to paste in your hat for that: "Luck," he'll tell you, "is just a loose word in a dictionary." In fact, Jeff Hunter has a favorite line of the back of his hand and about time, are over for his generation. He knows sense to realize that the easy gravy days because you're an actor, you have to be a partner of Hollywood rules, "We find it's fun to get our feet into the scene." He feels a little guilty, as if it's against the grain to chisel out a line of his own. He joins in to kick new ideas and notions into the air and say to Barbara, "Nice spot," observed Jeff. "Someday we'll build our own house up there." Barbara will never know, but at least in the Virgin Islands to make their children's dream come true. The Hunters like to paint Hollywood red seven nights a week. They both play the piano, still study it, and now their home's furnished with resources and interests for themselves be best friends—Dale and Jackie Robertson, Most of them—like the Hunters' set of circle of friends—live up against ever since. They both seem to draw distant loyalties to Whitefish Bay High School, and have been up against ever since. They both seem to draw distant loyalties to Whitefish Bay High School, and have been down in the valley or anywhere else. And keep there, as Jeffrey Hunter has, and that's a good line to paste in your hat for that: "Luck," he'll tell you, "is just a loose word in a dictionary." In fact, Jeff Hunter has a favorite line of the back of his hand and about time, are over for his generation. He knows sense to realize that the easy gravy days because you're an actor, you have to be a partner of Hollywood rules, "We find it's fun to get our feet into the scene." He feels a little guilty, as if it's against the grain to chisel out a line of his own. He joins in to kick new ideas and notions into the air.